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Emotional expressions of old faces
are perceived as more positive
and less negative than young faces
in young adults
Norah C. Hass, Erik J. S. Schneider and Seung-Lark Lim*

Department of Psychology, University of Missouri-Kansas City, Kansas City, MO, USA

Interpreting the emotions of others through their facial expressions can provide important
social information, yet the way in which we judge an emotion is subject to psychosocial
factors.We hypothesized that the age of a face would bias how the emotional expressions
are judged, with older faces generally more likely to be viewed as having more positive
and less negative expressions than younger faces. Using two-alternative forced-choice
perceptual decision tasks, participants sorted young and old faces of which emotional
expressions were gradually morphed into one of two categories—“neutral vs. happy” and
“neutral vs. angry.” The results indicated that old faces were more frequently perceived
as having a happy expression at the lower emotional intensity levels, and less frequently
perceived as having an angry expression at the higher emotional intensity levels than
younger faces in young adults. Critically, the perceptual decision threshold at which
old faces were judged as happy was lower than for young faces, and higher for angry
old faces compared to young faces. These findings suggest that the age of the face
influences how its emotional expression is interpreted in social interactions.

Keywords: emotions, age, facial perception, facial expressions, perceptual decision

Introduction

Interpreting the emotional state of others is an important part of our daily life. Our judgments of
others’ emotions (e.g., happy or angry) may even determine whether we choose to interact with
them or not. Thus, assessing the emotions of others can alert us to valuable social information, such
as whether that person is approachable, friendly, trustworthy, or threatening (McArthur and Baron,
1983; Oosterhof and Todorov, 2009; Willis et al., 2011). In assessing emotions, we naturally look
to facial expressions and can make rapid social judgments even from only brief exposures (Willis
and Todorov, 2006). However, the perceptual judgment of emotions is a subjective psychological
process and can be easily influenced by various psychosocial variables, often resulting in misleading
information (e.g., judging someone as angry when he or she is not). Not surprisingly, the perceiver’s
emotional state is one of these critical psychosocial factors. For example, depressive symptoms
have been implicated in a greater bias toward perceiving negative emotions as well as an enhanced
sensitivity toward perceiving angry emotions (Liu et al., 2012). Studies also indicate that implicit
attitude or prejudice for a certain group can bias emotional perception in faces, causing someone to
more easily label a face as angry when it belongs to the stereotyped group than when it belongs
to their own group (Hugenberg and Bodenhausen, 2003). Interestingly, the perceiver’s age also
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impacts emotional judgment of others (Mill et al., 2009). In
general, older adults tend to label angry, anxious, sad, or disgust
emotions less frequently or perceived them less negatively than
younger adults (Keightley et al., 2007; Czerwon et al., 2011).

In addition to the variables highlighted above, the age of faces
can be another psychosocial factor that can influence judgment
of emotions. Compared to young neutral faces, old neutral faces
generally tend to be judged as less positive in several domains
such as attractiveness, likability, and distinctiveness (Wernick
and Manaster, 1984; Ebner, 2008), which may reflect an aging-
related stereotype. Given that the interpretation of another’s
emotional state can impact subsequent interactions, it is critical
to better understand how the age of a face can influence the
perceived emotion. If the age of a face systematically changes
the emotion it is thought to be expressing, then significant
implications for older adults could likely exist. Since research
suggests an implicit negative aging stereotype to be pervasive in
age-related attitudes (Kite and Johnson, 1988; Hummert et al.,
2002), it is even more crucial to examine the influence facial age
may have on the subjective perceptual decision of varying facial
expressions.

Previous research that has examined the role of age in
the perception of emotions has heavily focused on behavioral
differences between young and old age groups. A meta-analytic
study showed that older adults tend to have more difficulties
and be less accurate in recognizing basic emotions in facial
expressions as compared to younger adults (Ruffman et al., 2008).
While young adults show generally very high levels of accuracy
across different types of facial expressions (often with a ceiling
effect), older adults tend to demonstrate a difficulty in identifying
emotions, in particular negative emotions (Keightley et al., 2007;
Sullivan et al., 2007; Ebner and Johnson, 2009). Research from
this perspective provides useful information in understanding
aging-related changes in the ability to accurately recognize and
attend to emotional expressions. However, it does not directly
address the question of whether the age of the facial image being
judged plays a role in how it is perceived. Shifting the focus from
what past research has emphasized, we are interested in whether
manipulating the age of the stimuli impacts the emotion it is
judged to possess.

The age of a face can play a critical role in decoding emotional
expressions (Folster et al., 2014). In general, previous studies
reported that emotional facial expressions of old faces are less
accurately perceived or less confidently categorized compared to
young faces, irrespective of the underlying emotional expressions
(Borod et al., 2004; Ebner et al., 2011, 2012, 2013; Riediger
et al., 2011; Hess et al., 2012). Both face-related factors (e.g.,
lower expressivity, age-related changes in faces) and observer-
related factors (e.g., negative attitude toward old people, different
visual scan path) have been suggested as potential underlying
mechanisms responsible for the decreased accuracy of emotional
judgment for old faces (see Folster et al., 2014, for a review).
However, the majority of studies have employed only prototype
faces for each emotional expression category (e.g., 100% angry
face, 100% happy face, 100% neutral face). Thus, except accuracy
information for the prototype faces categorization, they could
not answer how the perceptual decision threshold (i.e., the

emotional intensity level at which perceptual decision shifts
from neutral to emotion that expresses) would be systematically
modulated by the age of a face. Given that emotional expression
in social interaction usually occurs along a continuum rather
than at the extreme levels, it is important to understand
the systematic effect of the age of a face on the decision
threshold of affective facial perception, which has not been
investigated yet.

The present study aims to examine whether the age of
a face has a systematic impact on the subjective perceptual
decision threshold of emotional judgment on a continuum of
emotional expression (0 ∼ 100% relative to each identity’s
maximum emotional expression). Since real-life interactions
generally include a range of emotions and emotional intensities,
it is important to systematically explore the decision thresholds
at which individuals’ shift their categorization of a face from
saying it is not emotional to saying it expresses an emotion. Also,
because young adults are well known to be accurate at identifying
emotions in faces compared to older adults (Keightley et al., 2007;
Sullivan et al., 2007; Ruffman et al., 2008; Ebner and Johnson,
2009), our experiment was designed to focus on a young adult
sample to explore the perceptual decision threshold changes by
the age of faces while minimizing a potential effect of accuracy
differences.

Based on previous literature (Ruffman et al., 2008; Ebner
et al., 2011; Folster et al., 2014), we hypothesize that participants
will identify positive (happy) or negative (angry) emotional
expressions of older faces differently compared to the same level
of emotional expressions in young faces across systematically
varied intensities of emotional expression. Specifically, we expect
that older faces will be more likely to be perceived as happy
compared to young faces (i.e., lower perceptual decision threshold
for positive emotion), but less likely to be perceived as angry
compared to young faces (i.e., higher perceptual decision
threshold for negative emotion). In social interactions, emotional
judgment provides important information for approach vs.
avoidance decision-making (e.g., decision to interact or not in
an initial encounter). Because older adults are often perceived
as less threatening or viewed as high on warmth and thus are
judged as more approachable in social interactions (Cuddy and
Fiske, 2002; Ebner et al., 2011; Willis et al., 2015), we speculated
that ambiguous emotional expressions of older faces are more
likely to be judged as expressing positive emotion and less
likely to be judged as expressing negative emotion by young
adults.

In order to investigate our research hypothesis, we designed two
similar two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) tasks which asked
individuals to categorize young and old facial images on a binary
basis as either “Happy” or “Neutral” for the first task, or “Angry”
or “Neutral” for the second task. This paradigm was chosen
because it allows for perceptual decision threshold parameters
to be estimated through non-linear psychometric curve fits and
has been successfully implemented in previous emotion research
(Lim and Pessoa, 2008; Lee et al., 2012; Lim et al., 2014; Weston
et al., 2015). Further, varying the emotions on a continuum is
expected to increase the external validity of our study, since the
facial expression of emotions naturally varies in strength.
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Materials and Methods

Participants
Participants consisted of 33 healthy college students with a mean
age of 26.1 years (SD = 8.5 years; 23 females; 23 Caucasian,
3 Hispanic, 4 African American, 2 Asian, and 1 other) that
were recruited though the Psych Pool online research participant
recruitment system at the University of Missouri-Kansas City
(UMKC). Two additional participants were recruited but excluded
from analyses due to unreliable behavioral data (i.e., continuously
giving one response throughout all trials). Participants received
course credits in compensation for individually completing the
in-laboratory experiment. The study protocol was reviewed and
approved by UMKC’s Institutional Review Board. Participants
provided their written informed consent before participation.

Experimental Task
Participants performed a novel, computerized affective perception
task developed to test our research hypotheses about the effect of
facial age on the perceptual judgment of emotional expressions.
The neutral (0%), happy (100%), and angry (100%) face stimuli
used in this task were taken from the FACES database (Ebner
et al., 2010), and emotional expression gradients for each facial
identity were then parametrically manipulated in increments of
20% (i.e., across six levels) using FantaMorph software (Abrosoft,
Lincoln, NE, USA). Experimental stimuli included eight different,
Caucasian identities (two old males, two old females, two young
males, and two young females), ranging across six emotional
intensity levels from “neutral” to “happy” (in 20% intervals of
increasingly happy expressions) in one condition, and “neutral”
to “angry” (in 20% intervals of increasingly angry expressions) in
the other condition (see Figure 1, for examples).

The affective perception task was divided into two different
types of blocks. The first type of block tested how participants
perceived neutral or happy facial expressions of young and older
adults (positive affect block), while the second block measured
how participants perceived neutral or angry facial expressions of
young and older adults (negative affect block). The order of blocks
was counterbalanced across participants to control for potential
order effects. In both blocks, participants made a series of two-
alternative forced-choice emotion judgments for young and old
faces at each level of emotional expressions, randomized in their
presentation. For the positive affect block trials, participants were
asked to state whether they thought the emotion of the facial
image shown on the computer screen was “Neutral” or “Happy”
by pressing the keyboard key that corresponded to the respective
category (Figure 2A). For negative affect block trials, participants
were asked to judge whether they thought a facial image was
“Neutral” or “Angry” (Figure 2B). Each face stimulus (300 by
375 pixels) was presented in the center of the screen for a period
of 100 ms followed by a blank screen presented for 2 s during
which the participant was instructed to either press the “i” or
“e” keyboard button to record the response. The brief stimulus
presentation was employed in our experimental paradigm to
eliminate or minimize the occurrence of deliberate eye saccades
(Pessoa et al., 2005), as similarly done in previous perceptual
decision making studies (Lim and Pessoa, 2008; Dagovitch and

Ganel, 2010; Hole and George, 2011; Lee et al., 2012; Lynn et al.,
2012; Marneweck et al., 2013; Seirafi et al., 2013; Lim et al.,
2014; Nikitin and Freund, 2015; Weston et al., 2015). Also, it
has been shown that people can make rapid social judgments
even from only brief (e.g., 100 ms) exposures of faces (Willis and
Todorov, 2006) without significantly increasing reliability when
given more time. For half of the participants, the “i” key indicated
the “Neutral” category with the word “Neutral” displayed in the
upper right corner of the screen, and the “e” key indicated the
“Happy” (positive affect block) or “Angry” (negative affect block)
category with the appropriate word displayed in the upper left
corner of the screen. For the other half of the participants, the key
button mapping was flipped. Participants were told to categorize
the facial stimuli as quickly and as accurately as possible. Two
seconds were allotted for a response before the word “MISS” was
presented in red to indicate that the participant took over 2000ms
to respond. After each response was given, a yellow crosshair was
shown for 500 ms in the center indicating that the response was
recorded. A white crosshair was then presented for a variable
amount of time (between 1 and 2 s, with 50 ms variations) before
the next face was shown to direct focus to the middle of the
screen. Within each type of block, stimulus presentation order
was fully randomized, such that participants saw the emotion
expression levels and the faces of both ages in random order. After
each block was completed, the participant saw text on the screen
informing him/her that the section was completed before moving
on to the next block. SuperLab software (Cedrus Corporation, San
Pedro, CA, USA) was used to present and collect data for each
participant. This software assessed the decision choice (whether
neutral or angry/happy) and reaction times for each decision. The
affective perception task contained 480 trials for each type of block
(2 age groups × 6 emotion intensity levels × 40 repetitions) and
took approximately 1 h to complete.

Statistical Analysis and Psychometric Curve
Fitting
Relating the proportion of “Happy” or “Angry” decisions to
different levels of emotional intensities of the younger and
older faces, we applied a non-linear psychometric curve-fitting
approach to our data that has been successfully employed in
previous emotion research (Lim and Pessoa, 2008; Lee et al., 2012;
Lim et al., 2014). Similar to these studies, psychometric curves
were fitted for each experimental condition by using the Naka-
Rushton contrast response model (Albrecht and Hamilton, 1982;
Sclar et al., 1990) with an OLS (ordinary least square) criterion.

response = Rmax ∗ Cn

Cn + Cn
50

+M

Here, response represents the proportion of “Happy” (positive
affect block) or “Angry” (negative affect block) decisions, C is the
emotional intensity levels of the young and older faces (contrast:
0 ∼ 100% happy or 0 ∼ 100% angry in 20% increments), C50
is the stimulus intensity at which the response is half-maximal
(also called the “threshold” or “point of subjective equality: PSE”),
n is the exponent parameter that represents the slope of the
function, Rmax is the asymptote of the response function, and
M is the response at the lowest stimulus intensity. Given that
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FIGURE 1 | Exemplar facial stimuli used for the age judgment
task. Total eight identities (two young and two old male identities, and
two young and two old female identities; only two identities are shown
here for examples) were used in the main experiment. Emotional

expression and age of facial stimuli were manipulated by using
morphing software. Faces have emotion gradients ranging from 0%
(neutral emotion) to 100% (full emotion; either happy or angry) by
increments of 20%.

the proportion of “Happy” or “Angry” decisions to “Neutral”
decisions (minimum0;maximum1)was used, theRmax parameter
was constrained to be equal to or less than 1 and theM parameter
was constrained to be equal to or larger than 0. For the pooled
data, we fitted psychometric curves separately for each type of
experimental condition (young happy faces, old happy faces,
young angry faces, and old angry faces). Curve fitting was done
with GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA,
USA).

We hypothesized that the age of facial stimuli would influence
affective perception on emotional expressions of both happiness
and anger by systematically changing the decision threshold (PSE)
that is represented by C50 parameter. As illustrated in Figure 3,

the changes of threshold are often described by a leftward shift
(decrease of decision threshold) or a rightward shift (increase of
decision threshold) of psychometric curves by the contrast gain
model in visual perception research (Reynolds andChelazzi, 2004;
Huang andDobkins, 2005; Carrasco, 2006) and has been reported
in previous studies of affective perception of facial stimuli (Lim
and Pessoa, 2008; Lee et al., 2012; Lim et al., 2014).

Repeated-Measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
To test our research hypotheses, the task-irrelevant effect of the age
of faces on the affective judgment (happy or angry expressions)
of facial stimuli was systematically examined by employing
repeated-measures ANOVAs and non-linear psychometric curve
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A B

FIGURE 2 | (A) Sample screen of the neutral-happy judgment task. (B) Sample screen of the neutral-angry judgment task. Participants were asked to make
perceptual judgments about the emotion of faces (neutral vs. happy; neutral vs. angry) in a two-alternative forced-choice procedure.

FIGURE 3 | Psychometric curves (Naka-Rushton contrast response
model). X-axis represents stimulus intensity and Y-axis represents response
probability. In our experiments, the stimulus intensity represents the
incremental increase of emotional expressions (neutral to happy; neutral to
angry) of morphed faces and the response represents the proportion of happy
or angry decisions. The C50 or PSE (point of subjective equality) parameter
indicates the perceptual decision threshold. A leftward shift of the
psychometric curve would constitute evidence for decreased perceptual
threshold.

fitting approaches. We applied Greenhouse–Geisser corrections
for repeated-measures statistics and Bonferroni corrections for
post-hoc tests.

Results

Affective Perception Task
First, for happy and angry expression judgment tasks, we
performed separate 2 (AGE: Young faces, Old faces) by 6
(EMOTION INTENSITY: 0 ∼ 100% in 20% increments)
repeated-measures ANOVAs on the behavioral data of

proportions of happy or angry decisions to neutral decisions.
Means and standard deviations are shown in Table 1. The
ANOVA result on happy decisions revealed a significant two-
way interaction effect of AGE × EMOTION INTENSITY,
F(5,160) = 6.67, p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.17. We also observed
main effects of AGE, F(1,32) = 22.71, p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.42,
and EMOTION INTENSITY, F(5,160) = 672.58, p < 0.001,
η2
p = 0.96. To clarify this interaction effect through simple

effect analyses, we performed a series of paired t-tests for each
level of EMOTION INTENSITY. As shown in Figure 4A,
at the low levels of happy expressions (0, 20, and 40%), old
faces were more frequently perceived as having a happy
expression than young faces, t(32) = 4.63, p < 0.01, d = 0.78;
t(32) = 4.19, p < 0.01, d = 0.71; t(32) = 2.92, p < 0.05, d = 0.37,
whereas there was no significant difference between ages at
the high levels of happy expressions (60, 80, and 100%), all
p > 0.05. The ANOVA result on angry decisions also revealed
a significant two-way interaction effect of AGE × EMOTION
INTENSITY, F(5,160) = 25.13, p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.44, as well
as main effects of AGE, F(1,32) = 13.62, p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.30,
and EMOTION INTENSITY, F(5,160) = 544.64, p < 0.001,
η2
p = 0.95. Interestingly, subsequent simple effect analyses on

angry expressions revealed findings that were somewhat opposite
to those of the happy expressions. As shown in Figure 4B, old
faces were less frequently perceived as angry than young faces
were at the high levels of angry expressions (60, 80, and 100%),
t(32) = −6.96, p < 0.01, d = 1.10; t(32) = −5.38, p < 0.01,
d = 0.82; t(32) =−3.81, p< 0.05, d = 0.70, whereas there was no
significant difference at 20 and 40% levels, all p> 0.05. At 0% level
(neutral faces), old faces were more frequently perceived as with
an angry expression, t(32) = 4.16, p < 0.05, d = 0.68. Because
the proportion data (between 0 and 1) did not show normal
distributions across all levels, we further checked the robustness
of our findings with additional non-parametric statistics. The
signed ranks Wilcoxon tests with Bonferroni corrections showed
similar results as before (0, 20, and 40% happy expressions,
Z = −3.72, p < 0.01, Z = −3.69, p < 0.01, Z = −2.69, p < 0.05;
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TABLE 1 | Means and standard deviations of the proportion of happy and angry decisions.

Face type Emotion intensity level of morphed faces

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Young happy 0.063 (0.064) 0.122 (0.101) 0.599 (0.226) 0.913 (0.081) 0.958 (0.049) 0.969 (0.044)
Old happy 0.125 (0.090) 0.207 (0.136) 0.678 (0.209) 0.931 (0.065) 0.962 (0.060) 0.960 (0.051)
Young angry 0.061 (0.055) 0.090 (0.060) 0.364 (0.193) 0.778 (0.139) 0.895 (0.103) 0.920 (0.078)
Old angry 0.126 (0.125) 0.143 (0.138) 0.288 (0.183) 0.581 (0.211) 0.770 (0.190) 0.846 (0.127)

A B

C D

FIGURE 4 | (A) Probabilities of happy decisions as a function of emotion
intensity and facial age. (B) Probabilities of angry decisions as a function
of emotion intensity and facial age. (C) Response times of happy

decisions. (D) Response times of angry decisions. Error bars denote the
standard error of the mean. *p< 0.05; **p< 0.01 (Bonferroni corrections
applied).

0, 60, 80, and 100% angry expressions, Z = −4.19, p < 0.001,
Z=−4.70, p< 0.001, Z=−4.25, p< 0.001, Z=−3.63, p< 0.01).

Second, we performed similar 2 (AGE) by 6 (EMOTION
INTENSITY) repeated-measures ANOVAs on the response time
data of happy or angry decisions. Means and standard deviations
of the response times are shown in Table 2. All response time
data revealed normal distributions in the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test (all p-values > 0.05). For the happy expression judgment

task, the ANOVA result showed a significant interaction effect
of AGE × EMOTION INTENSITY, F(5,160) = 5.86, p < 0.001,
η2
p = 0.167. Main effects of AGE, F(1,32) = 4.40, p < 0.05,

η2
p = 0.12, and EMOTION INTENSITY, F(5,160) = 59.97,

p < 0.001, η2
p = 0.65, were also significant. Again, we performed

a series of paired t-tests for each level of EMOTION INTENSITY
to clarify the interaction effect. As shown in Figure 4C, at the low
levels of happy expressions (0 and 20%), perceptual decision time
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TABLE 2 | Means and standard deviations of the response time in milliseconds.

Face type Emotion intensity level of morphed faces

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Young happy 775 (100) 771 (102) 837 (135) 722 (110) 676 (90) 655 (88)
Old happy 782 (119) 809 (123) 808 (131) 716 (116) 677 (104) 672 (96)
Young angry 775 (155) 804 (105) 867 (109) 799 (124) 761 (115) 738 (114)
Old angry 812 (127) 824 (122) 837 (127) 860 (141) 816 (137) 846 (134)

for old faces was slower than young faces, t(32) = 3.05, p < 0.05,
d = 0.34; t(32) = 3.68, p < 0.01, d = 0.34, whereas there was no
significant difference at the other levels of happy expressions (40,
60, 80, and 100%), all p > 0.05. Also, the ANOVA result on the
response time of the angry judgment task revealed a significant
interaction effect, F(5,160) = 7.44, p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.19, a main
effect of AGE, F(1,32) = 22.24, p < 0.001, η2

p = 0.41, and a main
effect of EMOTION INTENSITY, F(5,160) = 11.72, p < 0.001,
η2
p = 0.27. Similar subsequent simple effect analyses showed that

perceptual decision time for old faces were slower than young
faces at the higher levels of angry expressions (60, 80, and 100%),
t(32) = 4.21, p < 0.01, d = 0.46; t(32) = 3.60, p < 0.01, d = 0.44;
t(32) = 4.68, p < 0.01, d = 0.53, whereas there was no significant
difference at the lower levels of angry expressions (0, 20, and 40%),
all p> 0.05 (see Figure 4D). Combined with the decision data, the
response time results suggest that the increase of happy decisions
on old faces at the low level of emotional intensity and the decrease
of angry decisions on old faces at the high level of emotional
intensity were associated with additional cognitive processes (and
thus, longer response times) in the affective perception of old
faces.

Perceptual Decision Threshold
As stated earlier we hypothesized that the age of target face
stimuli would systematically influence the decision threshold of
affective perception of facial expressions. More specifically, we
postulated that young adult participants would show a decreased
perceptual threshold for positive emotion (i.e., happy faces), but
they would show an increased perceptual threshold for negative
emotion (i.e., angry faces) for older faces. In our 2AFC tasks,
the perceptual decision threshold or PSE that determines binary
responses (i.e., neutral vs. happy; neutral vs. angry), was indexed
by estimating C50 parameters (i.e., the emotional intensity values
in the x-axis that produce 50% happy or angry decisions) from
choice data. The estimated best-fit values and standard errors
of the Naka-Rushton contrast response model are shown in
Table 3. For happy expressions, the means of the C50 parameter
for young faces and old faces were 0.376 (SE = 0.009) and 0.347
(SE = 0.011), respectively. On the other hand, the means of the
C50 parameter for young angry faces and old angry faces were
0.452 (SE = 0.010) and 0.556 (SE = 0.038). All C50 parameters
showed normal distributions in the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (all
p-values> 0.05). A model comparison nested F-test that assumes
equal C50 parameters for old and young happy faces showed a
significant result, F(1,388) = 3.98, p < 0.05, indicating that the
perceptual threshold for happy expressions was decreased for old
faces compared to young faces (see a leftward shift of Figure 5A).

TABLE 3 | Means and standard errors of best-fit values of psychometric
curve fit parameters.

Face type C50 Rmax n M

Young happy 0.376 (0.009) 0.894 (0.029) 5.027 (0.876) 0.084 (0.018)
Old happy 0.347 (0.011) 0.850 (0.029) 4.462 (0.574) 0.131 (0.020)
Young angry 0.452 (0.010) 0.864 (0.028) 5.337 (0.598) 0.069 (0.015)
Old angry 0.556 (0.038) 0.802 (0.084) 3.744 (0.780) 0.126 (0.023)

A model comparison nested F-test of C50 parameters for angry
faces also showed a significant result, F(1,388) = 13.39, p < 0.01,
indicating the perceptual threshold for angry expressions was
increased for old faces compared to young faces, t(32) = 4.82,
p < 0.01, d = 0.93 (see a rightward shift of Figure 5B). In
other words, as the C50 parameters indicate, participants required
only 34.7% emotion intensity level to make a happy decision
for old faces, while they required 37.6% emotion intensity level
for young faces. The average decrease for old happy faces across
participants was −3.2% (95% CI: −0.9 ∼ −5.4%). For angry
decisions, participants required 55.6% emotion intensity level to
make an angry decision for old faces, while they required 45.2%
emotion intensity level for young faces. The average increase
of old angry faces across participants was +12.0% (95% CI:
+6.9 ∼ +17.1%). These results imply that young participants
more sensitively perceive positive emotional expressions of old
faces compared to young faces (i.e., a positive decision bias for
old happy faces), while they less sensitively perceive negative
emotional expressions of old faces compared to young faces (i.e.,
a negative decision bias for old angry faces).

Discussion

American society is becoming older, with an estimated 19.7%
of the population over the age of 60 and the average lifespan
of men and women in America calculated to be 76.4 and
81.2 years, respectively (The Economist, 2014). Because of
this, it is becoming increasingly important to understand the
psychological mechanisms behind the social perceptions for
older adults, particularly the perceptions younger adults hold, in
consideration of older adults’ overall well-being. In this study, we
looked specifically at how emotions may be perceived differently
in younger compared to older faces.

The primary purpose of this study was to explore how age,
as a task-irrelevant variable, influences the perceptual judgment
of positive and negative emotional expressions in young adults.
We specifically examined the impact of facial age on the 2AFC
categorization of emotions that varied along a continuum. This
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A B

FIGURE 5 | (A) Psychometric curves for happy decisions. (B) Psychometric
curves for angry decisions. Psychometric curves were fitted by using the
Naka-Rushton response function. A leftward shift (blue arrow) represents the
decrease of perceptual decision threshold (C50 parameter) for old facial

expressions compared to young facial expressions, whereas a rightward shift
represents the increase of perceptual decision threshold for old facial
expressions compared to young facial expressions for each respective
emotion.

allowed us to determine whether the age (young vs. old) of facial
stimuli systematically impacted the subjective perceptual decision
threshold in affective perception of faces. Our hypothesis was that
older faces would be judged more likely as showing a positive
emotion, specifically, happiness, than for younger faces, but that
older faces would be judged less likely for negative, angry facial
judgments. This was supported through the interaction found
between facial age and the emotional decision. Specifically, the
subjective perceptual threshold for categorizing a face as having a
happy compared to a neutral expressionwas significantly lower for
older faces than for younger faces, but this threshold for judging a
face as neutral or angry was significantly higher for older faces. In
other words, old faces were more frequently labeled “happy” than
young faces at the 0, 20, and 40% emotion levels. In a similar way,
old faces were less frequently labeled “angry” compared to young
faces at the 60, 80, and 100% emotion levels. These results would
appear to complement each other since in the low levels of positive
emotionality, the old faces were more often judged as having a
happy emotional expression (i.e., a leftward horizontal shift of
the psychometric curve; Figure 5A), whereas at the high levels of
negative emotionality the old faces were less likely to be judged as
angry compared to young faces with the same levels of emotional
intensity (i.e., a rightward horizontal shift of the psychometric
curve; Figure 5B). Overall, these results demonstrate that the
task-irrelevant stimuli age is capable of influencing subjective,
emotional judgments.

The finding that old faces are more frequently judged as
happy and as angry at the low-middle and high-middle emotional
gradients, respectively, would appear to be contrary to previous
literature at first glance, which suggests an overarching negative
evaluation or low preference of old “neutral” faces compared
to young “neutral” faces (Wernick and Manaster, 1984; Ebner,
2008). However, judging old emotional faces as happy, sooner, but
as angry, later, on a continuum of emotional expression, would
imply a positive perceptual decision bias (i.e., shifts of decision
threshold) for older “emotional” faces in young adult participants,

particularly in intermediate levels of emotional intensities. Also,
an asymmetric perceptual decision bias for positive and negative
emotional expressions cannot be fully explained by own age group
bias (Voelkle et al., 2012), which states that individuals tend
to be more accurate in judging qualities (e.g., age, prototype
emotional expressions) of others who are within their own age
group. Furthermore, the own age group bias for accuracy does not
provide any specific predications about the perceptual decision
threshold shifts in intermediate levels of emotional expressions.
Thus, the own age group bias does not suffice as an explanation
for why older faces were judged as happy sooner and angry later
in an asymmetric way. Similarly, if age-related changes in physical
features (e.g., wrinkles or skin color) or familiarity (i.e., more
frequent encounter for own age groups; Bartlett and Fulton, 1991)
existed, they would predict the shifts toward the same direction
(i.e., decrease or increase of decision threshold for happy and
angry expressions), not asymmetrical differences between positive
and negative emotional expressions as we found in our data.

Our perceptual decision results were readily echoed with the
reaction time data. The shifts of perceptual decision biases for
older faces were accompanied with increased reaction times in
both emotional conditions. At the low levels of happy expressions
(0 and 20%), perceptual decision time for old faces was longer
than for young faces, and at the higher levels of angry expressions
(60, 80, and 100%) perceptual decision time for old faces was
longer than for young faces. This almost directly mirrors the
decision biases, which found old faces more frequently labeled as
happy at the 0, 20, and 40% emotional levels but less frequently
as angry at the 60, 80, and 100% levels. Given the relationship
between longer reaction times and the perceptual decision biases
mentioned above, it appears as though more cognitive processing
resources may have been involved in these threshold cases, thus
resulting in a slower decision. This highlights the differential
influence that the age of faces had on the processing of emotions.
Intuitively, one would expect the extreme cases—the very low and
very high emotions of one’s own age group—to be overall judged
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more easily and quickly than facial expressions of the other age
group. However, our reaction time results revealed asymmetric
interactions modulated by the age of a face. Thus, it appears
that age was indeed attended to and differentially modulated the
processing and judging of emotional expressions. Furthermore,
the increased response time for the asymmetric shifts of the
decision threshold for positive and negative emotions expressions
could not be simply explained by the gaze pattern differences for
old and young faces (i.e., longer length of gaze time in facial images
of one’s own age) found in previous research (Ebner et al., 2011).

We recognize several limitations to our study. First, we chose
to use real, photographed faces manipulated across emotion
levels, which have been widely used in aging research (Ebner
et al., 2010). This choice was made with the intent of increasing
external validity, but unintentional and uncontrolled differences
of facial stimulus identities might exist. For example, there
might be uncontrolled differences in the strengths of expressed
emotional intensities across the identities used (both young
and old) in our study. However, it should be noted that our
emotional intensity levels were manipulated equally relative to
maximum expressed emotional intensity for each identity (i.e.,
100% happy and 100% angry), which allows us to interpret the
decision threshold parameters (C50 relative to 100% emotion)
meaningfully regardless of face identities. Using purely computer-
generated faces may have better controlled for variability in face
identities and the expressivity thereof, but it also would likely have
impacted the realism of the faces. The lack of ethnic variability in
faces beyondCaucasian suggests that further validationwithmore
ethnically representative images would strengthen the results.
However, when we compared the decision threshold changes
between Caucasian subjects (n= 23) and non-Caucasian subjects
(n = 10), no significant difference of observed effects was found,
t(31) = −0.81, p = 0.42 for happy expression; t(31) = 0.72,
p= 0.46 for angry expression.

Our experiment employed a 100 ms visual stimulus
presentation for each facial image. This brief visual stimulus
duration for the perceptual decision-making task was chosen to
control for deliberate eye saccades or scan pattern differences
between old and young faces as described in the Methods.
However, real-life social interactions typically occur on a much
longer time scale, which may potentially limit the ecological
validity of our study. Thus, in the future it would be important
to replicate or extend our study with longer stimulus duration or

video presentation in order to strengthen the ecological validity
of our experimental findings.

In addition, our study consisted of an arguably restricted
sample (33 college students). Given the impact of participant age
on emotional expression perception in other research (Keightley
et al., 2007; Ebner, 2008; Ebner and Johnson, 2009; Voelkle
et al., 2012), it would be informative to further validate these
findings across a wider age (particularly with older adults) and
demographic range of participants in future studies. However,
our study, as the first of its kind, did not include an older adult
sample because we were concerned about a potential confounding
issue regarding emotion recognition accuracy differences between
young and old age groups. When further considering the
possibility of an “own-age” (Voelkle et al., 2012) or “own-group”
(Thibault et al., 2006; Young and Hugenberg, 2010) bias, that
is, an advantage of young participants being more accurate
judging young faces and less accurate labeling old faces in
our experimental context, it seems unlikely—although cannot
be fully ruled out—that the significant asymmetrical shifts of
decision threshold were due to lower accuracy in perceiving the
expression. The findings of this study, while only intended to
be generalized to young adults as we investigated, provide new
information on the ways in which the facial age of a stimulus
can bias the decision threshold for the emotional judgment
thereof.

Conclusion

The findings of our research add new information to existing
research on age and emotional perception. They illuminate the
moderating role that age plays with regards to the judgment of
happy and angry facial expressions. The impact that age has on
how one is perceived emotionally possesses social implications
for how others may interaction with an individual. Older adults
who are more quickly perceived to be happy may then be seen
as more socially welcoming and approachable for interaction. In
the same light, if older adults are less quickly viewed as being
angry as compared to young adults, they may also be judged
socially to be less threatening or dangerous. Overall, the findings
of this study shed new light on how older adults are perceived and
suggest future research in order to further understand the relation
between emotional perception and social judgments when age is
a moderating variable.
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